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Abstract

This paper deals with weakly pseudo-symmetric Riemannian manifold. In
this paper, weakly pseudo-symmetric manifold (WS)n is introduced and then
decomposable weakly pseudo-symmetric manifolds are examined and some the-
orems about them are proved. In the other part of it, the cyclic Ricci tensor of
this manifold is studied.
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1 Introduction

The notions of weakly symmetric and weakly projective symmetric manifolds were
introduced by Tamassy and Binh [1]. A non-flat Riemannian manifold Vn (n >
2) is called a weakly symmetric manifold if the curvature tensor Rhijk satisfies the
condition:

(1.1) Rhijk,l = alRhijk + bhRlijk + ciRhljk + djRhilk + ekRhijl

where a,b,c,d,e are 1-forms (non-zero simultaneously) and the comma ’,’ denotes
covariant differentiation with respect to the metric tensor of the manifold.

It may be mentioned in this connection that although the definition of a (WS)n

is similar to that of a generalized pseudo-symmetric manifold studied by Chaki and
Mondal [2], the defining condition of a (WS)n is weaker than that of a generalized
pseudo-symmetric manifold. A reduction in generalized pseudo-symmetric manifolds
has been obtained by Chaki and Mondal. But, in [3], the authors investigated and a
reduction in (WS)n is obtained in a simpler form

(1.2) Rhijk,l = alRhijk + bhRlijk + biRhljk + djRhilk + dkRhijl

The name weakly-symmetric was chosen, because if in (1.2), al, bl, dl are taken as
zero, then the equation (1.2) takes the form Rhijk,l = 0 and the manifold reduces to
a symmetric manifold in the sense of Cartan.
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In the present paper, some results on a (PS)n are established. In section III, it
is shown that if a (WS)n is a decomposable manifold VrxVn−r (r > 1, n − r > 1),
then one of the decomposition manifolds is flat and the other is a weakly symmetric
manifold. In section IV, the Ricci-associate of a vector field is defined and some
theorems are proved. In addition, for B 6= 0 or D 6= 0, the decomposable manifold
(WS)n has a zero scalar curvature.

The last Section is concerned with (WS)n admitting a concurrent or a recurrent
vector field, [4].

2 Weakly pseudo-symmetric manifolds (WS)n.

In this section, we shall obtain some formulas which will be required in this study of
(WS)n.

Let Rij and R denote the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature, respectively. Then,
from (1.2), we get

(2.1) Rij,l = alRij + biRlj + djRil + bkRlijk + dkRkijl

Transvecting (2.1) with gij , we have

(2.2) R,l = alR + 2(bh + dh)Rhl

Moreover, contraction of (1.2) with gijghk, we get

(2.3)
R,l

2
= ahRhl + dlR + (bh − dh)Rhl

and multiplying (1.2) by ghkgjl, we find

(2.4)
R,l

2
= ahRhl + blR + (dh − bh)Rhl

On the other hand, transvecting (1.2) by gjl, we get

(2.5)
R,l

2
= ahRhl + blR + (bh − dh)Rhl

From (2.3) and (2.4), we can easily see that the following expression holds

(2.6) (bl − dl)R = 0

Similarly, using (2.4) and (2.5), we have

(2.7) blRhl = dlRhl

From (2.2) and (2.7), we obtain

(2.8) alR,m − amR,l = 4(alb
hRhm − ambhRhl)

Further, we find

(2.9) R(al,m − am,l) + (alR,m − amR,l) + 4((bhRhl),m − (bhRhm),l) = 0
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3 Decomposable (WS)n.

A Riemannian manifold Vn is said to be decomposable if it can be expressed as a
product VrxVn−r for some r, i.e., if coordinates can be found so that its metric takes
the form

(3.1) ds2 =
r∑

a,b=1

gabdxadxb +
n∑

α,β=r+1

gαβdxαdxβ

where gab are functions of x1, x2, ..., xr(r < n) and gαβ are functions of xr+1, xr+2, ..., xn

only; a,b,c,... are taken to have range 1 to r and α, β, γ,... are taken to have the range
r + 1 to n. The two parts of (3.1) are metrics of Vr and Vn−r which are called the
decomposition manifolds.

We now suppose that (WS)n (n > 2) is decomposable with Vr and Vn−r as
decomposition manifolds. From [3], we have

(3.2) Rabcd,α = AαRabcd + BaRαbcd + BbRaαcd + DcRabαd + DdRabcα

In view of the fact that the curvature tensor and its covariant derivative are product
tensors, the above equation takes the form

(3.3) AαRabcd = 0

Also, from [3], we have

(3.4) Rαβγδ,a = AaRαβγδ + BαRaβγδ + BβRαaγδ + DγRαβaδ + DγRαβγa

Since the curvature tensor of the space and its covariant derivative are product tensors,
the equation (3.4) takes the form

(3.5) AaRαβγδ = 0

Similarly, we get

(3.6) BαRabcd = 0, BaRαβγδ = 0

(3.7) DαRabcd = 0, DaRαβγδ = 0

Since Ai, Bi, Di are non-zero vectors, all its components cannot vanish. Suppose
Aα 6= 0 for some α. Then, from (3.3), we get Rabcd = 0 which means that the
decomposition manifold is flat. If Aa 6= 0 for some a, then by similar argument, we
have Rαβγδ = 0 which means that the decomposition manifold Vn−r is flat. Similarly,
the conditions Bα 6= 0, Dα 6= 0 for some α and Ba 6= 0, Da 6= 0 for some a hold, it is
easy to see that the decomposition manifolds Vr and Vn−r are flat.

We suppose that Rαβγδ=0. Then, Rabcd 6= 0, because, by hypothesis, (WS)n is not
flat. Hence, from (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7), we get Aα = 0, Bα = 0 and Dα = 0. Since
Ai, Bi and Di are non-zero vectors, all its components can not be vanish. Hence,
Aa 6= 0, Ba 6= 0, Da 6= 0 for some a. Therefore, from (1.2), we obtain

(3.8) Rabcd,e = AeRabcd + BaRebcd + BbRaecd + DcRabed + DdRabce

By virtue of (3.8), it follows that the part Vr is a (WS)r.
We can therefore state the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.1 If a (WS)n is a decomposable manifold VrxVn−r (n > 1, n − r > 1),
then one of the decomposition manifolds is flat and the other is a weakly symmetric.

An n-dimensional Riemannian manifold V n is said to be decomposable if in some
coordinates its metric is given by

(3.9) ds2 = gijdxidxj =
r∑

a,b=1

ḡabdxadxb +
n∑

a′,b′=r+1

g∗a′b′dxa′dxb′

where ḡab are functions of x1, x2, ..., xr (r < n) denoted by x̄ and g∗a′b′ are functions of
xr+1, xr+2, ..., xn denoted by x∗; a, b, c, ... run from 1 to r and a′, b′, c′, ..., run from r+1
to n. The two parts of (3.9) are the metrics of a V r (r > 1) and a V n−r (n− r > 1)
which are called the decomposition manifolds of V n = V rxV n−r. Throughout this
paper each object denoted by a bar is assumed to be from ḡab and of V r, and each
object denoted by a star is formed from g∗a′b′ and of V n−r. From (3.9), we have

(3.10) gab = ḡab, ga′b′ = g∗a′b′ , gab = ḡab, ga′b′ = g∗a
′b′ , gaa′ = gaa′ = 0

The only non-zero Christoffel symbols of the second kind are as follows: A comma
and a dot shall denote covariant differentiation in V n and V r, respectively. Hence,
we obtain the following relations:

(3.11) Rabcd = R̄abcd, Ra′b′c′d′ = R∗a′b′c′d′

We suppose that V n = V rxV n−r and B 6= 0. By using (1.2), we get

Ra′bcd.a = AaRa′bcd + Ba′Rabcd + BbRa′acd + DcRa′bad + DdRa′bca

in this case, we obtain

(3.12) Ba′Rabcd = 0

Similarly, after some calculations, we get

(3.13) BaRa′b′c′d′ = 0

Since B 6= 0, all its components cannot vanish. Hence, we consider the following two
cases:

Case (i): Suppose that Ba′ 6= 0 for a fixed a′. Then from (3.11) and (3.12), we
have

R̄abcd = 0

Transvecting the above equation by ḡad and ḡbc, we get R̄ = 0. From (3.11), we
obtain

(3.14) R = R∗

(ii): Suppose Ba 6= 0 for a fixed a. Then, from (3.13) it follows that Ra′b′c′d′ = 0
for all a′b′c′d′. From (3.11), we have

(3.15) R∗a′b′c′d′ = 0

Multiplying (3.15) with g∗a
′b′ , g∗b

′c′ , we get R∗ = 0. From (3.14), we get

(3.16) R = 0

for D 6= 0, we obtain the same results.
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Theorem 3.2 For B 6= 0 or D 6= 0, a decomposable manifold (WS)n has zero scalar
curvature.

The remaining sections deal with non-decomposable manifolds (WS)n.

4 Ricci-associate of the vector field λi.

Let the expression

(4.1) vi = Rhiλ
h

holds. Then the vector field vi shall be called the Ricci-associate of the vector. Let
~λ = ~a, then we get

(4.2) vi = Rhia
h (a

r

i p
ai = δp

r )

If R is constant, then from (2.5), (2.7) and (4.2), we get

(4.3) vl = −blR

If R is zero, then using the same equations, we find ~v = 0. Therefore, R is not zero.
From (2.6), we say that the vector ~b is not orthogonal to ~d. Using (4.3), we have that
the vector ~v is not orthogonal to both ~b and ~d. If R is a constant, then the vector
field vi is collinear with the vector field bi.Then we obtain

aivi = aiRhia
h

Thus, if the Ricci form Rhia
hai is indefinite, then from the relation

∑
r a

r

ha
r

i = ghi,

we get R = 0. Since R 6= 0, the Ricci form Rhiu
hui is definite, then vi, ai are not

orthogonal vectors. By the aid of (2.2) and (2.7), we get ai and bi are not orthogonal
vectors. Therefore, any vector of (WS)n is not orthogonal to each other.

If R is constant, then the vector field vi is collinear with the vector field bi. We
consider the manifold (WS)n, (n > 2) of non-constant scalar curvature in which the
Ricci-associate of ai is not necessarily collinear with bi. Now, for vi = Rhia

h, we get

aivi = aiRhia
h

Thus, if the Ricci form Rhiu
hui is definite, then aivi 6= 0, i.e., ai and vi are not

orthogonal vectors. Similarly, any vector of (WS)n is not orthogonal to vi and the
vectors ai and di are not orthogonal.

From (2.6), we get ~b is not orthogonal to ~d. If we put ~λ = ~b or ~λ = ~d in (4.1), we
obtain the same results.

This leads to the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1 In a (WS)n, (n > 2) with constant scalar curvature, if the vector fields
ai form an orthogonal ennuple, then the Ricci-associate of ai are not orthogonal to
the any vector of (WS)n. If in (WS)n, (n > 2) with non-constant scalar curvature,
the Ricci form Rhiu

hui is definite, then the any vector of (WS)n is not orthogonal to
each other.
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Now, we consider the manifold (WS)n with non-constant scalar curvature. Then R
will be another non-zero vector field. A vector field ui is called closed if ul,m−um,l = 0.

We enquire if the Ricci-associate of ai and ai can be both closed. In virtue of
vi = Rhia

h, the equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be expressed as follows:

(4.4) alR,m − amR,l = 4(alvm − amvl)

and

(4.5) R(al,m − am,l) + (alR,m − amR,l) + 4(vl,m − vm,l) = 0

From (4.5), it follows that

(4.6) alR,m − amR,l = 0

and therefore, using (4.4), we get

(4.7) alvm − amvl = 0

Now, from (4.6) and (4.7), it follows that the vector field R,i is collinear with
both the vector fields ai and vi. We can therefore state as follows:

Theorem 4.2 In the manifold (WS)n with non-constant scalar curvature, the Ricci-
associate of ai and ai cannot be both closed, unless the vector field R,i is collinear
with both ai and its Ricci-associate.

5 The manifold (WS)n (n > 3) with cyclic Ricci ten-
sor.

A Riemannian manifold is said to be cyclic Ricci tensor if the condition

(5.1) Rij,k + Rjk,i + Rki,j = 0

holds. According to [5], from (5.1), we have R = const. Hence, using (2.5) and (2.7),
we get

(5.2) ahRhl + blR = 0, R = const 6= 0

In this section, we suppose that a (WS)n(n > 2) has cyclic Ricci tensor. Using (2.1)
and I. Bianchi Identity, we get

(5.3) Rij,k +Rjk,i +Rki,j = (ai + bi + di)Rjk +(aj + bj + dj)Rki +(ak + bk + dk)Rij

With the help of (2.6), the equation (5.3) can be written as

(5.4) A∗i Rjk + A∗jRki + A∗kRij = 0

where A∗i = ai + 2bi. Transvecting (5.4) with A∗i , we obtain

(5.5) Ai∗A∗i Rjk + Ai∗A∗jRki + Ai∗A∗kRij = 0
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where A∗i = ai + 2bi. By the aid of the equations (2.2), (2.5), (2.7) and (5.2), we can
easily obtain that

(5.6) Ah∗Rhl = −A∗l R
2

Then, using (5.5) and (5.6), we have

(5.7) Ai∗A∗i Rjk = A∗jA
∗
kR

In this case, transvecting (5.7) with Ak∗ and using the equation (5.6), we get

(5.8)
3
2
Ai∗A∗i A

∗
jR = 0

i.e.,

(5.9) A∗i A
i∗ = 0 or A∗j = 0

Suppose that A∗i A
i∗ = 0 and the metric of this manifold is positive definite. In this

case, we obtain

(5.10) A∗i A
i∗ = (~ai + 2~bi)(~ai + 2~bi) = (~a + 2~b)2

Therefore, A∗i A
i∗ 6= 0. From (5.9), we have

(5.11) A∗j = 0

If A∗j = 0, then from (5.7), we have Rjk = 0. By the aid of (5.2), we get bl = 0. (since
R 6= 0). Using (2.2) and (2.6), we obtain al = dl = 0, i.e., in the manifold (WS)n

with a positive metric, if A∗j = 0, then this manifold is a symmetric manifold. For
this reason, the condition A∗j 6= 0 must be hold. Therefore, by the aid of (5.8), we
say that R = 0. From (5.3), we obtain

(5.12) A∗∗i Ai∗∗Rjk + A∗∗j Ai∗∗Rki + A∗∗k Ai∗∗Rij = 0

where A∗∗i = ai + bi + di. In this case, with the help of (2.2), (2.4) and (2.7), we get
Ah∗∗Rhl = 0. It is easy to see that the equation (5.12) can be changed into the form
A∗∗i Ai∗∗Rjk = 0. Then, we get

(5.13) A∗∗i Ai∗∗ = (ah + bh + dh)(ah + bh + dh) = (~a +~b + ~d)2

If the metric of the manifold is positive definite, then A∗∗i Ai∗∗ 6= 0. Therefore, we
have Rjk which means that the manifold is an Einstein manifold with zero scalar
curvature.

It is known [6] that an n-dimensional (n > 2) Einstein manifold has constant
curvature. Then, an Einstein manifold (WS)3 is locally symmetric. Nevertheless, the
condition Rhijk,l 6= 0 is satisfied.

In view of these results, it follows that an Einstein (WS)n(n > 2) does not exist,
i.e., R 6= 0, the manifold (WS)n can not be an Einstein manifold with a cyclic positive
definite Ricci tensor.

Thus, we can state the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1 If a manifold (WS)n (n > 2) with positive definite metric has cyclic
Ricci tensor, then this manifold is an Einstein manifold with zero scalar curvature.
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6 (WS)n admitting a concurrent or a recurrent vec-
tor field.

This section consists of two parts, the first deals with a (WS)n admitting a concurrent
vector field ui, [4], given by

(6.1) ui
,j = pδi

j

where p is a non-zero constant and the second deals with a (WS)n admitting a
recurrent vector field ui, [4], given by

(6.2) ui
,j = βju

i

where βj is a non-zero covariant vector.

Part I.

According to [5], we have

(6.3) uhRhijk = 0, uhRhk = 0, pRlijk + uhRhijk,l = 0

Transvecting (1.2) with uh, we get

uhRhijk,l = alu
hRhijk + bhuhRlijk + biu

hRhljk + dju
hRhilk + dkuhRhijl

In virtue of (6.3), the above equation takes the form

Rlijk(p + bhuh) = 0

Since Rlijk 6= 0, we get

(6.4) p + uhbh = 0

i.e., the condition uhbh = −p 6= 0 holds.
Multiplying (2.1) by uk and ul, respectively, and using the symmetric properties

of Rhijk and from (6.3), we get

(6.5) ukdk = −p 6= 0, ulRhijk,l = alu
lRhijk

From (6.5), we have

(6.6) ulR,l = alu
lR

Using (2.5), (2.7), (6.3)2 and (6.6), we get

(6.7) (al − 2bl)ulR = 0

i.e.,

(6.8) alu
l = 2blu

l or R = 0
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We suppose that the condition R 6= 0 holds, by the aid of (6.4), (6.5) and (6.8),we
say that: If the manifold (WS)n admits a concurrent vector field ui given by (6.1),
then ui is not orthogonal to the vectors of (WS)n.

Suppose that R = 0, from (2.1) and (6.3), we obtain

(6.9) uiRij,l = uibiRlj

Using (6.1) and (6.3)3, (6.9) takes the form

(6.10) (p− uibi)Rlj = 0

Then, with the help of (6.4) and (6.10), we find Rlj = 0, which means that the
manifold is an Einstein manifold with zero scalar curvature.

This leads to the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1 If, in a (WS)n which admits a concurrent vector field ui given by (6.1),
R is non-zero then ui is not orthogonal to the vectors of (WS)n. Otherwise, the
manifold is an Einstein manifold with zero scalar curvature.

Part II.

If the recurrent vector field ui given by (6.2) is non-null, then we have

(6.11) uhRhijk,l = 0, uhRhijk = 0

Using the expressions (1.2) and (6.11), we have uhbhRlijk = 0. Since Rlijk 6= 0, it is
easy to see that

(6.12) uhbh = 0

By the aid of (1.2) and (6.11) and remembering the symmetric properties of Rhijk,
we get

(6.13) ukdk = 0

Using (6.11), we have

(6.14) uhRhk,l = 0, uhRhk = 0

By the aid of (2.3), (2.7), (6.13) and (6.14), ulR,l = 0 holds. Then, from (2.2), we
have alu

lR = 0. Let us suppose that R 6= 0. Hence, we get

(6.15) alu
l = 0

Differentiating (6.11)2 covariantly and using (6.2), we get βlu
l = 0, i.e., βl is orthog-

onal to ul.
Hence, we can state the theorem as follows:

Theorem 6.2 If a (WS)n (with R 6= 0) admits a non-null recurrent vector field ui

given by (6.2), then the associated vector field of recurrence βi is orthogonal to ui and
ui is orthogonal to the vectors of (WS)n.
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